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Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent
professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Foreword
Command is the thing derived from reality and might. Reality without
might achieves nothing. Might without reality renders wasted action.
The idea of taking command teaches you to purposefully blend
knowledge and actions to develop levelheaded results.
When you live without command, your default demeanor is to waste
your time. You might gain some knowledge, but you won't apply it
very well. You've the potential to live a mighty, self-directed life of
your choosing, but till you take command, this potential stays an
illusion.
With taking command, you not only accept responsibility for your life
story, you take total charge of it. You'll have the clarity to distinguish
the sort of life story you wish to live, as well as the might to really
produce it.

Law Of Attraction: Taking Command
Develop True Effectiveness In Every Area Of Your Life.
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Chapter 1:
Authority
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Synopsis
There's only a single real authority in your life, and it's you.
You make the choices. You conduct the actions. If you're
looking for some external authority figure, leader, or guru to
tell you how to live your life story, you're searching in the
wrong place. That person is you. Whether you feel prepared or
not, you're in charge.
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Be Ready
In spite of what you might have been disciplined to believe, there's no
greater authority in this life than you—not your parents, your
foreman, or your preferred God. If you believe anybody else has
power over you, it's only because you give in your authority on
purpose.
Occasionally the results of not doing so are so grave that you might
feel as though you've no choice, but really you always do. Even if
threatened with harm or demise, you stay the commanding officer of
your own life. A few of your selections might be exceedingly limited,
but they're forever yours to arrive at.
True authority doesn't mean the unchecked exercise of power. A
levelheaded commander doesn't bark random orders and require
them to be blindly obeyed. Authority must be rooted in reality and
based on a precise assessment of the state of affairs.
You're the one who comprehends your reality, and you have to choose
how to behave (or not behave) based upon your perceptions. How you
handle that data is up to you, and life expects your orders. You might
feel well groomed, or you may feel unready, but the weight of
command is yours regardless what.
Allow me to me clarify that there's utterly nothing incorrect with
living in a way that you believe honors your Almighty Creator, but this
option has to be made freely and consciously. No honor is
encountered in blind obedience.
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For greater or worse, you've been allowed free will, so you have to
forever bear the weight of decision. If you fall prey to the notion that
some dictatorial God may punish you for practicing your free will,
realize that such a notion can't possibly serve you, and settle to let it
go.
It makes no sense for somebody to present you a gift and then
penalize you for opening it. Find out how to arrive at your own
witting choices, independent of what you believe the higher power or
anybody else expects from you.
If you weren't prepared for your own authority, you'd never have been
given free will. If you neglect to take authority over your own life
story, somebody else will certainly take it for you.
A lot of individuals let their mate, parents, or boss virtually run their
lives. This exercise draws you out of alignment with reality and might
and drops you into an inferior state of awareness. You get more and
more helpless as you distance yourself from your real nature. You're
intended to be free.
Look around you and expose the results you're presently getting. Life
is merely obeying your instructions. If you wish different outcomes,
you have to supply different orders. You're the sole one certified to
arrive at these choices. No one else may fill the role of commander of
your life story but you.
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Chapter 2:
Effectiveness
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Synopsis
As command is anchored in reality, this is immensely practical.
Effectiveness is the real measure of command. Good decisions
must be backed up by levelheaded action to yield true results.
In order to take command, you have to consider 2 questions:
Am I arriving at the right decisions? Am I engaging in the right
actions?
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Good Lessons
As you carry out your authority decisions, you must return once more
to the idea of information. Notice the results you're getting. Are they
uniform with your anticipations? Learn from your success as well as
your errors. Your brain will gradually better its anticipatory accuracy
when you confront like situations in the future. Experience is the
finest teacher of effectiveness.
Observe how elegantly reality and might work together to better your
personal effectiveness over time. First, you distinguish one of your
wants and make a determination to move towards it.
Then you utilize your anticipatory powers to choose a sensible course
of action. As you advance towards your goal, you have only to
distinguish the following action you anticipate will move you in the
right direction. You utilize your might to move yourself ahead, one
step at a time. As you take these little steps, your anticipatory mind is
forever looking ahead, continually refining its choices and assessing
the outcomes of the choices you've already applied.
Perhaps you achieve your goal; perhaps you don't. Either way, you get
a powerful gain. When you succeed, your successful anticipations,
choices, and behaviors are rewarded. When you bomb, your brain
learns that its predictions were erroneous, and it updates your
example of reality to help prevent you from duplicating the same
errors.
Try to recognize that failure is your friend. While it's frequently
dissatisfactory to miss the goal you aspired to, there's always another
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prize. When you bomb, you get brighter. You teach your brain to get
better at anticipation. This is a vastly powerful result.
You can't anticipate being competent when you take on something
new, but you can anticipate that you'll improve over time. Either
you'll succeed, or you'll learn from it. If you bomb often, it simply
means you've more to learn before you're prepared to succeed.
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Chapter 3:
Doggedness
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Synopsis
To get competent in any fresh effort, you might need to invest a
substantial amount of time, frequently many years. It's
imperative that you provide yourself sufficient time to
establish your effectiveness. Your brain has to gain adequate
experience to arrive at accurate predictions.
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Stick With It
If you give up too early, you'll never finish the shift from beginner to
authority, and the authority level is where most of the payoffs are
found.
If you hear somebody say that success is simple, break away as fast as
you can as you're about to hear a sales talk for a different get-richquick scam. The honest reality is that it's really hard —almost
impossible—to win at something you've never done previously.
But that's perfectly all right. Comprehend that failure and success
aren't opposites. If you fail, it signifies you're taking action, so you're
making errors and training yourself. Success occurs naturally once
you ultimately learn how to take the right actions.
Be patient with yourself as you go through failure. When you're
questing after a goal you truly want, the sort that virtually brings you
to tears when you consider it as you connect with it so profoundly,
then you have to stay with it. Regardless how difficult it gets, don't
quit.
Don't press yourself to accomplish massive success at the beginning.
Simply do the best you are able to. Initially, your best might be
scarcely one notch above total cretin—if you're lucky. Sooner or later
you'll earn some basic competence. And farther down the road,
individuals will call you an authority—an authority being an
individual whose failed enough to win.
It’s unbelievably inspiring to watch individuals battle through one
failure after another without resigning. From the exterior looking in,
it might appear as if they can't possibly succeed. But they still hang in.
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Finally they learn what they have to learn. They successfully adjust
their anticipations to fit reality, and ultimately their actions start
bringing on the intended results. I'm struck by those who I can see
are bound for greatness, but no one else recognizes it yet. The
revealing sign is always the same—doggedness.
If you're clear about what you wish, reconcile for nothing less. Admit
that success will take time, maybe much longer than you'd like. Free
yourself of the quick and simple, something-for-nothing mentality.
Keep your head down, work hard, and understand that your work will
eventually pay off, as long as you continue learning and developing.
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Chapter 4:
Self-assurance
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Synopsis
As you arise into taking command, you'll gradually acquire
self-assurance. I'm not referring to the "Fake it till you make it"
face that demands you to pump yourself up, like you may do
before asking somebody on a date or getting up to talk before
an audience. I'm talking about a mightier, more profoundly
held belief in your capabilities, a notion forged by experience
and solidly rooted in reality.
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Confidence
This sort of confidence can't be counterfeited. True self-assurance
isn't brassy, cocky, aggressive, or self-important. It isn't a belief of
dominance or superiority over other people. Nor is it fake modesty,
self-effacement, or submissiveness. Once you see your might through
Reality, you get naturally confident.
It isn't simple to acknowledge the reality of our might. Too frequently
we dread our own greatness. We make-believe we're powerless,
mistakenly believing that this in some way frees us from the
responsibility of might.
It's truthful that we may deny ourselves access to our own power, but
we may never escape total obligation for our lives. If we live in denial
of this reality, we block ourselves from true self-assurance and settle
for temporary brassiness at best.
Self-assurance starts with a resolute commitment to reality. You can't
get genuinely confident by making believe your way into it. To build
up your self-assurance, strive to become as truthful as possible, both
with yourself and other people.
The more truthful you become, the more accurate your example of
reality will be. As you see reality with increasing accuracy, your
choices will improve, and in turn so will your actions and your results.
Accurate notions lead to effective outcomes, and self-assurance is the
emotional remainder of effectiveness. You feel confident when you
are able to anticipate favorable results from your actions with an
elevated degree of certainty.
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Self-assurance has both short-run and long-run forms. Short-run selfassurance is the anticipation of short-run success. For instance, you
might feel confident about driving your auto now as you've driven it
so many times previously, so it's fair to anticipate continued success
in that area.
Long-run self-assurance is the anticipation of long-run success, even
though short-run failures might happen. This type of self-assurance
comes from realizing that failure is a crucial part of accomplishing
goals. While you might not expect to succeed in a fresh endeavor
immediately, you feel confident you'll finally succeed if you hang in.
Don't bother attempting to fake self-assurance. It's not genuine and
totally unneeded. There's no need to wangle yourself into a mistaken
feeling of certainty when actually you're filled up with self-doubt.
It's absolutely all right to feel tentative and still take action.
If you merely endure, your doubt will finally fade as you build up
experience, and you'll realize the feeling of real self-assurance rather
than having to perpetually fake it. If you attempt something new and
truly stink at it, merely accept how bad you are without attempting to
profess otherwise, and understand that you'll finally grow beyond this
stage. There's utterly no disgrace in being an initiate. Beginning is
merely the opening move toward winning.
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Chapter 5:
Meaning
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Synopsis
Individuals who exercise command center on what truly
matters to them. They don't blow time and energy on
trivialities.
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Importance
People who take command realize the truth that mightiness may be
applied to non-meaningful pursuits, or it may be channeled towards
substantial accomplishments. Such individuals consciously pick the
latter instance; some of the times for the mere reason that it's the
course that brings about the most development.
What's crucial to you in life? What's a relative non-purposeful waste
of your time? While these are choices you are empowered to arrive at
freely, the reality aspect of command reminds you that you can't
elude the results of your actions. In order to remain lined up with
both reality and might, you have to cautiously think about those
results. Once you pick out a course of action, you likewise pick out the
consequences.
Your power to anticipate the impact of your actions of course won't be
perfect, but you are able to still make sensible conclusions as to
whether you're wasting away your time or putting it to great use.
Which activities are for the most part purposeless? Which ones will
have a true affect on you and your surroundings? You are able to
certainly come up with halfway -adequate answers without requiring
a fortune teller.
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Wrapping Up

Taking command teaches you to make here and now choices that you
anticipate will have positive long-run results. There are no indifferent
actions. If you can't frankly anticipate a positive long-run affect from
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your actions, accept that you're blowing your time, and set a few goals
that truly matter to you.
There's no replacement for committing to something in your life that
has the likely chance to make a true difference.
Who sets what's important and what isn't? You're the expert here, so
that conclusion is yours to make. Tune in to your feelings.
Do you feel that you're contributing to a significant purpose?
Or do you feel empty inside, fretting that your potential is being
squandered?
What's the reality of your situation?
Can you sense the difference between the crucial and the irrelevant?
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Recommended Resources
Khai’s No.1 Training And Coaching Program
The next best thing to one on one personal coaching – works for Internet
marketers at any level.
Inspiration DNA Flagship Product
The ‘Source’ For Everything Inspirational. Be The Gene That Empowers Others
In Your Life Today!
Inner Circle Backdoor Access
Secret Backdoor Access To My Inner Circle Club. Be The First To Get Exclusive
Content That Nobody In The World Has.
No Limits Publishing House
What if you could do anything you want with this package and copy and paste
everything to make 10-15 times the profits with only 10 minutes of work?
Audio Hypnotherapy
Be the first to tap into this super hot niche and milk the market dry through
selling high quality audio hypnotherapy!
Directors Video
Be the next ‘James Cameron’ and market videos that will make you thousands of
dollars with little effort!
Inspiration DNA: Affirmations
Affirm yourself to wealth and market this super hot product to millions of people
all over the world – everything is meticulously done to facilitate your sales!
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